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Sustainable
Mutations
Kendall Bayne

Inspiration
& Research
Can we even save the planet?
Where do we start?

Why Sustainability?
Personally
●
●
●
●
●
●

A fascination with nature & the planet
Exploration of ideas & mediums
Art as an escape from everyday life
An appreciation of old/used items
An eﬀort to be conscious
Mindset - sometimes starting small
is the best way to get the biggest
impact

Environmentally/Socially
●
●
●
●
●

Fast-fashion & waste production
Collective recycling - bigger impact
A challenging design problem that
deserves more solutions
Popularity of upcycling & vintage
style is IN
Psychology

31.3%

of the 3.1 million tons of glass left at
recycling centers is ACTUALLY recycled

So MAYBE just recycling isn’t
our only solution.
And MAYBE we need to begin
the mindset change internally,
before we can really put our
ideas into practice.

Experimentation
My Process: approaching the
problem through my artistic &
design-oriented lens

So What?
You made some stuﬀ…
What’s the big idea?

How do I use this revelation?
Creating a System
●
●
●
●
●
●

Using the insights
Compiling my resources
Generously oﬀering a therapy & meditative
practice to people
Providing not a conclusion, but an introduction
to possibility
A small low-risk commitment to enact
perspective change internally
Each person saves one jar, or one bottle, &
maybe for today, that’s enough

A Few Special
Thanks…

Any Questions?

